1) Check-in questions:
Identify opportunities for personal and business growth
2) Workshop and discussion:
Definition and discussion of business topic and outcomes.
Questions to check if you have business systems, strategies, and actions in place
3) Make a plan:
Review what actions that you would like to make and commit.

Time is your greatest asset. We have the same 24/7 as everyone else. By
focusing on what you need to do and set it up in a way that works best and
naturally for you with a rhythm is what make the difference between
accomplishing business and personal goals. Want to learn more about success
principals to manage your focus, shift the way you divide your time, to achieve
more?
1) Check- in questions:
Q1. Are you setting and achieving your goals?

Yes/ No/ Like to be more consistent

Q2. Do you have a clear vision of what are your success goals & financial goals are in
3 months | 6 months | 1 year | 10 years?

Yes/ No/

Q3.How are you allocating your time to every day, week, month to achieve them?

Do you have a set rhythm in how you organise your week?
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2) Discussion and Workshop
How do you currently set goals?
Are there Key Performance Indicators you set for yourself or your team?
What is your cri cal personal and business goal?
Let's discuss them and we will set milestones for you to review, reﬂect and reschedule your plan for
divine and mely execu on.

“The future belongs to those who prepare for it today.”- Malcolm X
Setting up for Your Big Achievement: We all overestimate how much we can achieve in a week, and
underestimate how much we can achieve in a year. So what will be your BIG Achievement in the year
ahead?
Big achievement is to get a significant contract to deliver services and program from one on one to one to
many and to a certain niche. Will have financiers coming to support further development and delivery.
Your Time: The determining factor in whether you achieve what you want to achieve comes down to how
you invest your time. Divide up the pie into percentages or where you are currently spending and
investing your time in an average week:

SETTING A RHYTHM
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A

FOUNDATION: Time invested in building wealth network and internal values

B

BALANCE: Time invested in yourself: Quality time in maintaining Mind, body,
spirit

C

FLAME: Time invested in creating and leveraging value

D

WAX: Time spent in day to day getting things done

E

SPENT: Time spent outside of work on Low Quality activities that don’t
progress any of the first 3 above

F

SLEEP: Time spent sleeping!

100 %

100 %

How do you intend to shift the way you divide up your time in the following year?
To rework based on per week of 168hrs
Weekly

A

FOUNDATION: Time invested in building
wealth network and internal values

Frequency

On days
scheduled

10%

16.8hr

5.6hrs

(social and in person)
B

BALANCE: Time invested in yourself:
Quality time in maintaining Mind, body,
spirit

15%

25.2hrs

6.3 hrs

C

FLAME: Time invested in creating and
leveraging value

15%

25.2hrs

6.3 hrs

D

WAX: Time spent in day to day getting
things done

27%

45.36hrs

9hrs

E

SPENT: Time spent outside of work on Low
Quality activities that don’t progress any of
the first 3 above

3%

5.04hrs

2.5hrs

F

SLEEP: Time spent sleeping!

30%

50.04hrs
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100 %

168hrs

Resource from <h ps://www.geniusu.com/missions/8/steps/5>

First Three Actions: Have a look back at the past year. Let's recapture some of your critical moments.

1.Where you are, what you have achieved, what you want to achieve

Where you are:

What you have achieved:

What you want to achieve:
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2. What are the three top priorities that you can get going on immediately?

3. What are the first three actions that you are going to take?

4. How will you know if you have received your goal?
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Our attention is very easily distracted, but there are
strategies for staying focused.
One study indicated that the constant distrac on of emails and phone calls reduce performance in an IQ
test by 10 points, on average. This reduced mental capacity is similar to that we experience a er missing
a night's sleep. One explana on for this eﬀect is that such interrup ons force the brain to spend too
much me in a state of alertness.
So if we want to maintain a good level of performance, we have to conserve the brain's energy for only
the most important tasks.
This can mean priori zing certain tasks above others. But be aware that priori zing is itself a task that
drains energy, so make sure you priori ze when your mind is alert and fresh.
Another way to conserve energy is to turn tasks into rou nes, as these can be stored as pa erns that
won't require you giving your full a en on to a task.
So, how then can we maintain our focus when we're surrounded by poten al distrac ons?
Put simply, you have to prevent those distractions from seizing our attention.
One way to do this is to develop the habit of “vetoing” those behaviours that distract us.
This requires us to turn oﬀ all communica on devices whenever we need to do any kind of ac ve
thinking.

Being alert and interested sharpens
our focus.
For us to be alert, our brains require exactly the right
level of norepinephrine, the chemical that's triggered
when we're scared. Fear ac vates our alertness, and
alertness is a crucial part of being focused.

Identify and eliminate distractions.
Recognizing and then dismissing everyday distrac ons is important if
you want to stay focused. So, next me you have to do work that
requires ac ve thinking, remember that your performance will
beneﬁt greatly with your mobile phone switched oﬀ and a closed
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email program. This way your brain won’t have to use its limited energy on thinking about the missed
calls and all the accumula ng unread mails. What’s more, if people learn that you only answer your
mails during a limited me window, chances are they will send you only the most important mails.
Can you identify what are your distractions?

Insights make it possible to overcome mental blocks that limit
you to the same small set of solutions.
Have you ever had to deal with a challenging problem that demanded a crea ve solu on, but were
simply unable to get past a certain point? It's very common for people to “hit a wall” in their thinking: to
reach, in other words, a mental impasse.
O en, the only way to break through this wall is through insight – a perfect solu on that seems to
suddenly appear out of nowhere, and which recombines what we already know in a brand new way.
There are ways you can increase the chances of arriving at an insight, and thus breaking through an
impasse. You could take a break from consciously thinking about the problem.
You could stretch your legs or meditate and allow your mind to wander, which enables your unconscious
to process the problem.
Or you could voice the problem out loud, as hearing yourself speak about it o en helps to observe your
own thinking more clearly and objec vely.
insight depends on the unconscious mind, which frees us from the established logical thought processes
that can obscure other possible solu ons. Thus, an insight is more likely to arrive when you're not using
your conscious mind to solve a problem.

Mindfulness can help you focus
by actually changing the
structure of your brain.
Improving the way your mind works, and thus increasing
your ability to focus, ﬁrst requires that you're able to
observe your own thinking. This process is known as mindfulness, a concept that also refers to
living in the present, having a real- me awareness of our experiences, and an acceptance of what is.
Moreover, prac cing mindfulness will increase the strength of those areas of your brain that handle
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mental control and a en on switching. Like everyone else, you have the ability to make these changes,
and you can do it whenever and wherever you like – while you're walking through a park, talking to a
friend, or ea ng a meal. You just have to take the me to focus on your sensory experiences.

Feelings of certainty and control are very rewarding to the
brain, and you can activate these feelings yourself.
We've all experienced uncertainty and lack of control, and the deep emo onal responses they trigger. Perhaps this happens
while you're wai ng to hear about that job you applied for, or when you're buried under a pile of work so high that you can't
possibly manage it.

But why do we respond this way to uncertainty and the sense that we're not in control?
The answer lies in the brain, which constantly craves certainty and autonomy. As brain scans reveal,
when our need for certainty and autonomy is sa sﬁed, we experience a strong sense of reward.
In fact, scien sts have shown that we feel less stressed when faced with a stress-inducing task over
which we have control and autonomy than when we have to deal with a similarly stressful task

without a sense of control.

A feeling of relatedness to others and a sense of being treated
fairly are primary rewards for the brain.
Why is this?
When we feel connected to others, able to relate our own thoughts and emo ons with theirs, our brains
release oxytocin, a neurochemical that produces a sense of pleasure. Dancing with other people, playing
music together, or even just having a good conversa on releases oxytocin.

Feedback rarely creates positive change in others; instead, try
helping them arrive at their own insights.
Have you ever tried to change another person’s thinking? We o en believe the best approach is to give
that person lots of feedback, but giving feedback actually doesn’t help improve performance. Instead,
real change can occur only when the other person sees his errors for himself.

Regulating your expectations is key to a general feeling of
happiness.
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From <h ps://www.blinkist.com/en/nc/daily/reader/your-brain-at-work-en/>

More resources: h p://www.educatorstechnology.com/2014/04/11-ways-to-help-you-focus.html

3) Make a Plan
Let’s put your accountability and commitment and tell person beside you.

What actions will you like to take from the discussions made in this meeting?
Why is this important to you?

How committed are you to actioning it?
On scale of 1 to 10: 1 …2 ...3….4….5…..6….7….8….9…..10

What shift in your time and activities will you make to achieve your business and personal
goals?
Daily ac ons:

Weekly ac ons:

Monthly ac ons:
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My 3 month goal is to:

In 6 months I would have accomplished ....

In 1 year, at October next year I would be...

Setting my future vision:
10 years from today : It is 28th September 2027. I am feeling grateful to ….

Doing….

Smelling….

Thank you!
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